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Abstract
The online shopping behaviour that attracts the
customer to go online and buy the products, have been
identified in this study by empirical research. It will
help the companies to make better strategy to boost
their sales online. Statistical methods have been used
to do the analysis. The study will help the business
community for better positioning of their products and
services which will indirectly help Indian consumers
to get a variety of products and have safe transactions
which are relatively free of risks
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INTRODUCTION
e-Commerce once failed during early 2000. The
reason was customers where not aware of the
technology, too much expectation and access to
internet was not very high. Now easy access to internet
penetration in India has made online shopping
accessible to majority of the customers. Still there are
many challenges and risks which create barrier and
customers don’t want to shop online. There are many
studies done which tries to find out, it is what which
motivates individuals’ adoption of online shopping.
Now a days everything is available online and
customers can buy products or services by just few
clicks and products are being delivered at the address
1
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provided by the customer. Online shopping helps the
customer to get good discount, easy to compare prices,
range of products they can compare and speed at
which it can be delivered.

Online shopping behavior is the process of selection
of goods or services after extensive search by the
consumers. Through this process consumers search
website of a company to search its products and
services and finally select what they need. They are
interested in product quality, price and after sales
service when they order the product online. For this
purpose, they use the links provided by the stores. The
population in India using ecommerce is increasing by
6 million every day and we are reaching 35 billion
dollars through fashion retail by the end of 2021. All
the big companies like Amazon and Flipkart are
changing the online shopping scenario.
Online
shopping is more convenient, faster and saves money
with assurance of good quality. Research by Criteo
finds that specific product categories are targeted for
online searches. Electronics is one area where lot of
online shopping happens followed by home and
furniture business.
Health and related areas
where brands are very important attract most site loyal
customers. The survey finds that approximately 70%
are attracted to only one product. Approximately 40%
respondents browse more than one product on the
same website for comparison purpose. Selecting the
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best product and availability are the main reasons for
choosing different sites. Majority browse the major
categories online at least once in a month.
Literature Review
Online Shopping and conventional shopping have
many similarities, and at the same time they have
many differences also. Internet Shopping provides
convenience to the customers (Jarvanpaa and Todd,
1997), whereas Conventional shopping provides their
customers comfortable shopping environment and
good quality of products (Lee and Chung, 2000).
These all strategies are adopted to pull the customers.
Jarvenpaa and Todd (1997) did study based on 220
samples of Internet shoppers and validated a model
attitudes and shopping intention for internet shopping.
In his model several perceptual indicators were
included which were: a) the value of the product
sought by the consumer, b) the shopping experience,
c) the quality of service offered by the Web site, and
d) risk perceptions of Internet retail shopping.
Yousuf S Al Hinai et. al (2007) finds that the
knowledge about mobile adoption is very less in the
previous literature.
Nowadays mobile shoppers
participate in marketing of the products, provide
creative ideas and also purchase also which is creating
an aggressive shopping culture (Cameron et al,2012,
Lin 2012)

A website is basically an extension of information
technology. Davis et al (1989) found that online
purchase thinking is influenced by A model called as
technology extension model(TAM). Studies like
Gefen et al (2003) combined TAM and belief through
online mode. Online trust is made up of factors like a)
Belief that the website will not cheat b) Belief that
website has safety precautions c) good interface and d)
ease of use
Kim et al (2015) found the correlation between
personality, use and technical parameters and use of
mobile shopping. The paper using 493 filled responses
found that parameters like personalization, simplicity,
mobility and connectivity which influence mobile
shopping.
Scope of the Study
1.To analyse crucial factors guiding online shopping
2. To find out influential factor for online buying
3. To give areas of importance for future studies

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
1.
2.
3.

The study by Pilik M showed that product purchasing
is the main reason for internet and one third of them
used it for shopping regularly. Age and internet are
very important reasons for purchase through online
and there was an inverse relationship between internet
knowledge and purchase. Most of them known about
product problems. testing, product returns and
incorrect delivery.
Dr Rizwand Bashir (2015) in his research tried to find
correlation between various parameters influencing
online shopping behavior. The important variables
found out by him were belief, time, product choice,
convenience and confidentiality. Belief or trust and
convenience were found to be the most important
factors. Younger respondents thought trust as the most
important factor.
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4.

To understand the significant parameters
which influence online shopping
To find the very important factors which
influence online shopping
To make a model for online shopping based
on no of times online purchase is done
To analyse if there is any influence of gender
with respect to most important factors

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
Research Design-Descriptive in nature. It is based on
a Survey using Likert scale questionnaire. Basic
factors tested are Attributes, Perceived Risks, risk
from using Product, risk of easy usage, risk of not
delivering on time, Return Policy, laws governing
web, charges for carrying the goods using shipping,
after Sales Service and Factors of influence of
shopping Intention. Sample size is 94(120
questionnaires were given out of which 94 had
completed). Sampling Unit consisted of Students and
teachers and Sampling area was Mumbai. Sampling
Method used was Convenience Sampling
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS:

b) I do not buy online if there is no free return shipment
service available

Reliability Analysis

2 important parameters under Influence are
a) Using Internet for online shopping is easy

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
Alpha
N of Items
.827
40
We can see that the study is highly reliable due to high
Cronbach alpha. Other analysis are given below
1.

2.

3.

Most Important Individual Parameters
are
a. Using Internet for Online shopping
is easy (5.84).
b. Price Comparison (5.71) and
c. Will shop if there are no shipping
charges (5.61)
Least Important Individual Parameters
are
a. Non availability of computer with
Internet (2.62).
b. Don’t have credit card (2.87) and
c. Tedious Procedure (2.96)
Important factors(model)
a. Attributes- 0.173
b. Risk- 0.356
c. Influence-0.356
d. Shopping Habits- -0.316

Dependent variable- No of times internet was used for
shopping

b) I feel confident of using Internet for shopping after
seeing someone else using it
4.

Model generated is given below

Figure 1

From the above model it is clear that Shopping habits
has negative influence on number of times online
shopping is done. Risk and Influence has equal
positive influence on number of times online shopping
is done. Attributes has very less influence on number
of times online shopping is done.
Influence of Gender with respect to Factors
Table 1
Age (Years)
Gender

Frequency

21-29

59

2 important parameters under Attributes are

Female

30

a) I shop online as I can shop whenever I want and

Male

29

b) Online shopping makes my shopping easy
2 important parameters under Risk are
a) I might receive malfunctioning merchandise
b) It is difficult to cancel orders when shopping online
(negative value)
2 important parameters under Shopping habits are
a) Getting reasonable after sales service is time taking
and difficult for online purchases
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30-39

10

Female

4

Male

6

40-49

19

Female

12

Male

7

50 +
Male

3
1

Female

2

Grand Total

91
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shopping. It also proposes a model for future studies
in terms of the factors which organizations have to
look into for getting more online transactions which
Levene's Test for Equality
will help leverage online business. The study has given
of Variances
areas where future researchers can work for better
F
Sig.
results

Table 2-Influence of Age
Independent Samples Test

References:
attributes

risks

Shopping
habits

influence

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

.899

.368

.332

.577

.006

.940

1.389

N Missin
g
Mean

attribute risks
s

Shoppin
g habits

influenc
e

78

78

88

90

15

15

5

3

4.9382

4.060
4

5.1705

4.1531

From table 2, we can interpret that age does not have
impact on the main factors of online shopping. (Since
all significance values are more than .05). The study
finds out that debit card is mainly used for making
online payment followed by Cash on delivery.
Maximum customers have been using internet for
shopping for 1-3.
CONCLUSION:
The study has very good reliability statistics which
talks about consistency of data. Study is an attempt to
find out most important factors which prompt
customers to go for online shopping. Another factor
found out is the importance of attributes in online
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